1. Visit the following website https://canvas/collierschools.com
2. You will see the log in screen shown here
3. Your user name is: Student ID (aka lunch number)
4. Your password is: 1 (K-2) or 4-digit birthday (3-5)
5. Sign In

1. Visit the following website https://office.com
2. You will see this log in screen: students enter the following: XXXXXXX@collier where XXXXXXX is the student ID
teachers enter your CCPS email
3. It will say that you are being directed to your company's login page which looks like the picture shown here (teachers sign in like you would logging into a computer at school)
4. Your user name is: Student ID (aka lunch number);
5. Your password is: 1 (K-2) or 4-digit birthday (3-5)
6. Sign In